**DuraArt+™ High Performance Natural Oil**

DuraArt+™ Zero VOC High Performance Natural Oil is well suited for residential and commercial spaces. **DuraArt+™ High Performance Natural Oil finish allows you to simply repair surface scratches and refresh high-traffic areas without the need to disturb your entire space.** Other typical urethane finishes require complete sanding and refinishing of the entire floor to repair damage. DuraArt+™ only requires simple maintenance that cleans and revitalizes your finish in one step, saving you money and time.

**Color Depth Technology**

- Color permeates through Sawnply wear layer stopping surface scratches from exposing light wood underneath the finish.
- Offers increased hardness and stability.

**The SHF800 Series Features**

- Authentic French White Oak
- FloorScore certified for healthy indoor air quality
- PEFC sustainably harvested wood
- Long plank average

The Siena SHF800 Series offers the longest average length plank in the industry. In each carton of Siena Hardwood flooring, at least 50% of the square footage will be represented as full-length planks. Most other products in the industry will use the language “up to” but never specify how many of the long planks are provided in each carton. Longer planks provide greater visual continuity to your space and show the true unique beauty of mother nature.
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**Siena SHF800 Series Planks**
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